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RESOLUTION OF  
EASTMARK RESIDENTIAL ASSOCIATION, INC. 

 
 The undersigned, constituting a quorum of the members of the Board of Directors of 
Eastmark Residential Association, Inc., an Arizona nonprofit corporation, ("ERA") hereby takes 
the following action at a duly held Board of Directors Meeting on June 3, 2020 and, reflected in 
the meeting minutes. 
 
 WHEREAS, the ERA’s Board of Directors desires to clearly address the topic of trees and 
tree root growth within the community.  
 

RESOLVED, that ERA’s Board of Directors is committed to effective and fair review of 
claims asserted by owners resulting from damage allegedly caused by growth of the roots of ERA-
owned or managed trees.  
  
 NOW THEREFORE, the attached Tree Policy is hereby adopted by ERA’s Board of 
Directors, pursuant to Section 2.3 of the Amended and Restated Declaration of Covenants, 
Conditions, Restrictions and Easements for Eastmark Residential Community. 
 
 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have executed this consent as of this _____ 
day of __________________, 2020. 
 
 
 
_______________________________ 
Director 
 
_______________________________ 
Director 
 
_______________________________ 
Director 
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Eastmark Residential Association, Inc. 
Tree Policy 

Adopted June 3, 2020 
Effective June 4, 2020  

 
 
A. Story of the trees 

As one of Eastmark’s most important, and certainly most distinguishing assets, the Eastmark 
Residential Association, Inc. (ERA) stewards the responsible care and sustainable management 
of ERA-maintained trees. Comprised of 17,000+ trees throughout the community, Eastmark’s 
urban forest provides benefits to improve quality of life and to increase community value 
including, cleaner air, carbon sequestration, cooler environment, storm water retention, erosion 
control, shade, privacy, noise and sound as well as traffic and dust barriers, wildlife protection, 
and improved community image.  
 

B. Long term vision of the trees 
Eastmark’s long-term vision provides priority care for the important landscape features that 
distinguish our community and that support our unique community engagement goals. This 
includes prioritizing care for the trees that shade and line Eastmark’s streets, creating inviting 
and walkable environments for neighbors to connect.  

 
C. Requests for tree removal(s) 

Given the benefits of the community trees and the significant investment by Eastmark’s 
Founder, Brookfield Residential and the ERA, the ERA exercises extreme prudence when 
considering removal of any tree. The ERA will not remove any tree(s) as a result of a view-
obstruction claim as disclosed in the Master Disclosure Statement for Eastmark. In order for 
the ERA to grant a tree removal request, the tree must meet at least one aspect of the following 
criteria; however, other relevant matters may be evaluated: 
 

- The tree is dead, as determined by the ERA in its sole discretion. 
- The tree is diseased or dying and restoration is impossible or cost prohibitive, as 

determined by the ERA in its sole discretion. If it is not obvious that the tree is diseased 
or dying (e.g., the tree still shows signs of life), the ERA may, but is not obligated to, 
hire a certified arborist to inspect and make a written recommendation to the ERA. 

- The tree poses and imminent risk to the health/safety of individuals or property and has 
been documented and verified by a Tree Risk Assessment Qualified (TRAQ) arborist. 

 
D. Tree Roots | Homeowner and ERA Responsibility 

As a general principle, the ERA is not responsible for damage resulting from the natural growth 
of trees, including roots. 
 
Each Owner is responsible for the protection and preservation of his or her property and must 
take reasonable and prudent steps necessary to protect their property and improvements on the 
property from damage due to growth of roots of ERA-maintained trees. This includes pruning 
of roots and installing root barrier on his or her own property.  
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The ERA is responsible for the protection and preservation of ERA-owned and/or maintained 
trees common areas and shall take reasonable and prudent steps necessary to protect ERA-
owned and managed assets. 
 
Outside of the above listed tree removal criteria, the ERA will not remove a tree maintained 
by the ERA as a result of member complaint without specific direction by the ERA Board of 
Directors. The Board will not consider removal of a healthy tree until the following actions 
have been completed: 
  

1. Written request from the member to the ERA which clearly substantiates the reason for 
the removal request. Supporting documentation substantiating the request shall include 
the specific location of the tree(s), photos(s), description of concern and reason for 
requesting the tree(s) to be removed or replaced. 
 

2. If the ERA is inclined to deny the tree removal request, the ERA may hire a certified 
arborist to inspect and make written recommendations about the tree(s) at issue. This 
step provides the Board with an expert recommendation and may provide for 
alternatives to removal.  

 
3. If an arborist is engaged, the Board shall have thirty (30) days from the receipt of the 

certified arborist’s recommendations to review the removal request in light of the 
arborist’s recommendations and alternatives, and issue a final written decision to the 
member who made the request. The Board shall have the exclusive authority to trim or 
remove any trees within common areas that it deems necessary to prevent damage to 
the property of others. 

 
E. Maintenance of ERA-owned and managed trees 

ERA-owned and/or maintained trees are monitored for the trees’ health and safety by the 
ERA’s third-party landscape provider. This includes irrigation, trimming, pruning and health 
assessments. ERA-owned and/or maintained trees shall not be trimmed, pruned, removed, 
relocated or in any other way damaged by members. Any action taken by a member on an 
ERA-owned and/or maintained tree will be evaluated by a certified arborist with a written 
assessment of the tree’s health provided to the ERA. If an ERA-owned and/or maintained tree 
has to be replaced or requires additional maintenance due to a member’s action taken on a tree, 
the member will be assessed the full replacement and/or repair costs of the tree(s) at the sole 
discretion of the ERA pursuant to Section 6.1.2(ii) of the Amended and Restated Declaration 
of Covenants, Conditions, Restrictions and Easements for Eastmark Residential Community. 
 
If a member observes a maintenance concern with an ERA-owned and/or maintained tree, the 
member should promptly notify the ERA in writing of the specific concern and location of the 
tree. Upon receipt of such notification the ERA and/or the third-party landscape contractor will 
conduct a field inspection of the subject tree and evaluate the maintenance needs of the tree 
and perform such maintenance accordingly. 
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